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*Crash Alert may be unavailable in certain instances, such as when the Automatic adapter is damaged or dislodged, or when cellular or other signals are unavailable

or intermittent.

For use in the United States only. iPhone 5 or newer, iOS 10+; Android phones, OS 6.0+. Compatible with most gas, diesel and hybrid cars. Exotics, electric vehicles and

hydrogen & plug-in hybrids are not supported. 30-day money back guarantee. 18-month warranty.

© 2020 Automatic Labs™, a SiriusXM® company. Our address: 128 King Street, Suite 3, San Francisco, CA 94107

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
FOR AUTOMATIC CUSTOMERS
Please read the FAQs below with details about  the shutdown of
Automatic Labs and the discontinuation of its service.
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WHAT'S HAPPENING & WHEN?WHAT'S HAPPENING & WHEN?

Why is Automatic shutting down and discontinuing the Automatic connected carWhy is Automatic shutting down and discontinuing the Automatic connected car
service?service?

Just like many other companies in the United States, the COVID-19 pandemic has adversely
impacted our business. With fewer consumers purchasing and leasing vehicles and drivers on
the road, we unfortunately do not see a path forward for our business.  These are
unprecedented times, and with so much uncertainty ahead, we have made the di!icult
decision to discontinue the Automatic connected car product, service and platform. We will be
shutting down all operations at 11:59 pm, PT, on May 28, 2020 and, as a result, your service will
end on that time.

When will my Automatic service end?When will my Automatic service end?

We will be shutting down all operations at 11:59 pm, PT, on May 28, 2020, and, as a result, your
service will end at that time. All features of your Automatic service will remain active up until
the shutdown. At that time, all features of your Automatic service, including Crash Alert and
Real-Time Location & Sharing, will stop.

What should I do with my Automatic adapter when my service ends?What should I do with my Automatic adapter when my service ends?

We ask that you please discard your adapter by following standard electronic recycling
procedures. You do not need to send your adapter back to Automatic.

Will Roadside Assistance still be available after May 28, 2020?Will Roadside Assistance still be available after May 28, 2020?

No. Our Roadside Assistance feature will be unavailable after the shutdown.

Will there be a degradation of Automatic’s service leading up to May 28, 2020?Will there be a degradation of Automatic’s service leading up to May 28, 2020?

No. You may continue to benefit from Automatic’s safety and convenience features provided
with our connected car service up until the shutdown.

How do I continue service with the third-party apps I have connected to myHow do I continue service with the third-party apps I have connected to my
Automatic service, including PayTollo?Automatic service, including PayTollo?

Your service and integrations with third-party apps will remain active through May 28, 2020. All
login credentials used for the “Log in with Automatic” function with these services and third-
party apps will terminate on June 28, 2020.

Automatic users with a connected PayTollo account will receive instructions from PayTollo
including the steps required to move your account to the PayTollo app. For help, please
contact support@paytollo.com.

Will you be open sourcing your hardware, mobile apps, or APIs?Will you be open sourcing your hardware, mobile apps, or APIs?

No. We don't have any plans to open source our assets.
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